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PHOTO: Klaus Stock, CMP.PPI
CATEGORY: Sports
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PHOTO: Dr. Min Tan, CMP.PPI
CATEGORY: Travel

PPI ACCREDITATION
MAKING THE BEST OF YOU
We are a non-profit organization created by a group of professional photographers in order to
qualify and support those who want to take photography to the next level and develop profitable and
sustainable photography businesses. We welcome photographers of all genres around the World to
join our community of dedicated professionals and we are excited that you value the profession
through seeking formal Accreditation with the PPI.
No matter where you are in your career, the benefits of being a member of PPI are what you need
to satisfy your clients and maintain a high standard of photographic excellence within your business
practices. The PPI provides the following to help you become more professional:
Photography training
Certification opportunities
Mentoring and feedback
Marketing tools designed to target your ideal clients
As an International Accredited Photographer of the PPI you are required to continue your
growth and personal development as a photographer and focus on your accountability as a
business owner. You will also be acting as a role model for emerging professional photographers
and an ambassador within the photographic profession.
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PHOTO: KKYU, CMP.PPI
CATEGORY: Fine Art

Why Choose PPI ?

Not just claim to be a "professional" but earns a title by successfully completing the rigorous PPI
accreditation process. We welcome worldwide photographers to apply for our accreditation and
succeed in this competitive business. We have a passion for helping photographers grow their
practices, exceed customer expectations and pursue artistic calling. The four areas below are ever
evolving and on these we continue to make you the best.
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Why should you become an Accredited Professional Photographer ?

You want to make a statement about your professional status
You want to be internationally-recognized
You want to be part of the thriving PPI community
You want to constantly learn and improve your photography
You want to make your photography business more successful
You want to work with your peers to help develop the profession of photography
You want to develop your photographic skills from the masters
You want to support the advocacy efforts of the PPI protecting photographers rights
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PHOTO: Dr. Lin Kah Wai, CMP.PPI
CATEGORY: Landscape

PHOTO: Koh Kok Hwa, CMP.PPI
CATEGORY: Children Portrait

Levels of Accreditation and Honours
ACCREDITATION
We believe it's vital that all photographers continue to challenge themselves and develop their work.
The key to this is individually and our accreditation reflects this, with three levels of achievement.

Certified Professional Photographer (CPP.PPI)
High professional standard of technique and communication
All of the technical abilities that would be expected of a professional
photographer and you must show professional competency within your
images

Certified Excellent Photographer (CEP.PPI)
CEP encompasses all of the competencies of the PPI, with additional
creativity, knowledge and experience
Exemplary execution of technique and excellent presentation

Certified Master Photographer (CMP.PPI)
Recognized as the highest qualification within the profession, CMP is an
outstanding level of achievement. A unique style and a discerning quality are
highly expected. You must have a superior experience in photography
Excellence in all technical fields with outstanding narrative

HONOURS
PPI Honours are awarded to recognize a high standard of both photographic achievement and
services to the industry. Honours may be awarded to photographers who are generally
recommended and nominated by our International Accreditation Review Board (IARB), for
outstanding contribution, meeting a standard approved by our IARB. There're two types of honours:
1. Honorary Advisor (Hon. Adv. PPI)
2. Honorary of PPI (Hon. PPI)
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PHOTO: Kuok Keng Man, CMP.PPI
CATEGORY: Wildlife

The Process

PPI accredited photographers go through an accreditation process and must meet stringent criteria.
PPI accredited photographers follow a Code of Practice (LINK) and must act professionally in their
creative and business practices.
There are three levels of accreditation – Certified Professional Photographers (CPP), Certified
Excellent Photographers (CEP) and Certified Master Photographers (CMP). Photographers are
recognized at various degrees of development, experience, and professionalism. Accredited
photographers are encouraged to seek and achieve higher professional standards and move up
through the levels.
As an International Accredited Photographer of the PPI you are required to continue your growth
and personal development as a photographer and focus on your accountability as a business owner.
You will also be acting as a role model for emerging professional photographers and an
ambassador within the photographic profession.
You can apply for PPI Accreditation by filling in our application form (Download here). You will be
required to pay an Application Fee and submit a portfolio of 10 digital images for an assessment in
any of (or more of) the 30 categories (select your own from our list below) that you are applying for.
After becoming an Accredited Professional Photographer, you will be encouraged to use the PPI
logo on all business and marketing material, e-mail signature, website and other collateral. Your
profile, including your contact details and any PPI distinctions awarded, will be available for
potential clients from our database.
Accreditation assessments are completed anonymously by the PPI Panel of Judges, made up of
three to five judges, appointed by the International Accreditation Review Board (IARB). The Panel
consists of the most experienced experts around the World and experienced professional
photographers. Once successfully completed, the photographer is then recognized as a PPI
Accredited Photographer and as such, a specialist in their chosen field.
All portfolios that the PPI Panel of Judges consider to meet the required standard need to be ratified
by the IARB and the PPI, and it is the PPI who finally awards the Accreditation. This is usually within
14 days after the assessment. Once ratified, you will receive a letter of confirmation and a
E-Certificate under the Seal of the PPI and signed by the President. You will also receive a digital
file containing the PPI Accreditation emblem which can be used on your personal stationery. You
are entitled – and encouraged – to use the letters CPP.PPI/CEP.PPI/CMP.PPI after your name.
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Unfortunately, not everyone would be recommended. Applicants will normally be notified of the
decision within 14 working days after the assessment. Whenever possible, you will be given the
opportunity to receive help and advice from a member of the Accreditation Committees.

Assessment Criteria

Presentation: encompasses the first impression of the portfolio.
Composition, Positioning and Lighting. Needs to demonstrate thorough understanding of these
elements.
Image quality or exposure accuracy/control for commercial submissions of transparencies. The
applicant should submit well-exposed and well-presented images.
Creativity, style, expression and emotion where appropriate. The applicant should show a
variety of creative knowledge and skills.
The PPI continually monitors its accreditation requirements to ensure that the standard for
accredited photographers is appropriate for the profession of photography.

Fees and Payment
Payment for an accreditation is made on submission. Accreditation submissions are assessed four
times each year, in March, June, September and December. Please check the assessment dates
from our website.
You should start with the first level - Certified Professional Photographers (CPP.PPI), unless you
already have superior photographic skills, advanced education, and service to the industry. Please
feel free to contact us and send us your portfolio at info@ppintl.org.
The assessment fees for the three levels are listed below:
Certified Professional Photographer

Certified Excellent Photographer

Certified Master Photographer

(CPP.PPI)

(CEP.PPI)

(CMP.PPI)

USD150

USD190

USD250

The application fee can be settled by Paypal for all applicants. All fees are non-refundable. Please
pay at paypal.me/ppiorg or info@ppintl.org
You must ensure you pay in USD, we don't accept other currencies. Your application will not be
processed until you pay for an exact amount in USD.
If you would like to apply for CEP.PPI, you need to first achieved CPP.PPI and if you would like to
apply for the highest level CMP.PPI, you need to have achieved CPP.PPI and CEP.PPI. If you would
like to apply for a higher level of accreditation, you will need to be approved by our IARB. Please
DO NOT settle any payment before confirmation.
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PHOTO: Shirley Wung, CMP.PPI
CATEGORY: Night Photography

To be accredited by the PPI, you will need to show outstanding ability and/or originality and creativity,
combined with excellence in all technical areas. A wide range of skills should be demonstrated. For all levels,
please submit your portfolio based on the following requirements:
1. The images should be your original work. You should never supply false information or withhold any
material information or use someone's photograph in any of the Accreditation application without
permission or consent. All parts of the image have to be photographed by the applicant who is holding the
copyright of all works submitted. The PPI has no responsibility for misuse by anyone of the copyright of
published images.
2. Images that have been accepted in a category should not be re-entered in a different category.
3. Individual images should only be submitted at one level of accreditation. At each level the submission
must be a new body of work. Individual images should not be used in multiple submissions to different
levels or categories, whether the images are accepted or failed.
4. The panel of judges initially views all photos as a whole and your Sequence Plan (maximum in 3 rows),
followed by a detailed examination of every image.
5. For all levels of accreditation, your portfolio should be accompanied by a Statement of Intent (in word or
pdf or text format), outlining in no more than 200 words, the purpose, objective or intent of the work. This
should indicate the target audience and concisely put the work into a meaningful context. A word count
must be included below the statement.
6. A submission of 10 digital images is needed for each assessment. We do not accept prints.
7. The image data must be in RGB mode (even for monochrome images) and in the sRGB colour space,
NOT CMYK.
8. Image files must be saved in standard baseline JPEG format, saving at the highest quality is
recommended. Images must be named with two digits only: 01.jpg, 02.jpg, 03.jpg, through to 10.jpg.
Files that are not named properly might not be judged.
9. Please ensure your digital files are correctly numbered in the sequence in which they should be displayed
(i.e. 01.jpg, 02.jpg, etc.). The size of each image should not be less than 3500 pixels wide x 2330 pixels
high in 300 dpi. The images are displayed in the sequence as you have numbered them.
10. Your name or any marks must not be visible in any digital image and must not be included in the file
name. Failure to comply with this requirement may result in the disqualification and loss of your
application fee.
11. The digital files should not be framed in any format.
12. Digital manipulation by software such as Photoshop is allowed provided the integrity (authenticity) is not
affected, removal of minor distractions or blemishes are allowed. Image manipulation that significantly
alters the truth of the situation or event is not permitted. Where appropriate, magnification or scale of
reproduction should be stated.
13. The use of some images recorded using High Dynamic Range (HDR) photography will be acceptable for
an application provided the use of such a method does not alter the truth of the original scene.
14. Once your portfolio is submitted, you are not allowed to make changes of your portfolio.
15. All digital files will not to be returned, the PPI may retain them for educational or other purposes,
otherwise they will be destroyed.
16. When you're ready to send your images, please send to our e-mail address: info@ppintl.org
17. Your digital files must arrive 14 days prior to the assessment. It is the applicant's responsibility to ensure
that they arrive on time. For cancellations or deferrals policies, please read below.
18. You will receive an e-mail confirmation when your portfolio has been received. Applicants should ensure
that they provide an active e-mail address and that spam filters are set to accept e-mails from
info@ppintl.org
19. The PPI reserves the right to request the original image file (i.e. RAW file), negative or transparency of
an image used in an Accreditation application.

20. The decision of the assessment panel and the PPI is final.
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PHOTO: Tony Le Kim Thuan, CMP.PPI
CATEGORY: Documentary

Checklists

An application form
Exact payment via Paypal or bank transfer (For Hong Kong applicants only)
A set of 10 digital images in SAME selected category
A statement of intent within 200 words with word court
A sequence plan maximum in 3 rows

Frequently Asked Questions
You'll find answers to the questions we get asked the most about applying for application the
accreditation. Please visit our website for more information: http://ppintl.org/faqmain.html

Cancellations / Deferrals

After submitting your application form, if for any reason you are unable to send your portfolio or
need to make other changes, please notify us to our e-mail address: info@ppintl.org
Any cancellations or change requests must be made via e-mail. If you cancel / defer within 14
days of your assessment date you will be fully charged for the assessment. We are unable to
offer a refund or deferral.
You can request once only to cancel / defer 15 days or more prior to your assessment, without
any charge, but all future requests will incur a USD30 administration charge.
The PPI is unable to refund any cancellation or offer a transfer to another event if the attendee
does not notify us by e-mail 14 days prior to the assessment date.
The PPI reserves the right to cancel any assessment 7 days prior to its assessment date, or
less than 24 hours due to adverse weather conditions or extraordinary circumstances beyond
its control. The PPI is unable to offer compensation for any loss.
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Recertification
Every three years Please Recertify Your Accreditation
Once you've achieved the PPI accreditation, you will
need to recertify every three years.
To recertify, you are required to submit another set
of 10 digital images in SAME category as you
initially achieved for recertification, along with a
payment of USD120 (CPP), USD150 (CEP) or
USD220 (CMP). You may submit recertification up
to six months before your expiration date.
The PPI recertification process encourages certified
photographers to continue their journey in
photography and professional development.

PHOTO: Steven Yee, CMP.PPI
CATEGORY: Travel

If you do not recertify by your certification expiration
date, your certification will be invalid and cannot
identify yourself to the public as PPI accredited
photographers and use PPI credential / logo /
emblems on all of your personal stationery.
For additional information on this,
please e-mail info@ppintl.org

Terms and Conditions

1.

2.

4.
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PHOTO: M.C.Shekhar, CMP.PPI
CATEGORY: Portraiture

3.

The PPI reserves the right to request
the
original
file,
negative
or
transparency of an image used in an
Accreditation application.
The PPI reserves the right to interpret
and amend the regulations and details
of the Accreditation Assessments
without advance notice. Amendment
notice will be announced as soon as
possible.
In the event of any disputes, the PPI
reserves the right of the final decision.
By submitting your application, you
agree to these terms.

PHOTO: Keith Lee, CPP.PPI
CATEGORY: Nature

PPI-CPP/CEP/CMP Categories

You can select one of the following categories for your portfolio when applying for PPI
Accreditations. An Accreditation is achieved by submitting 10 images in a chosen category.

01
02
03
04

Aerial - AE
Architectural - AR
Canine / Feline Portrait - CF
Children Portrait - CP

17
18
19
20

Modeling Portfolio - MP
Motor Sports - MS
Nature - NT
Newborn Portrait - NB

05
06
07
08

Commercial - CM
Couples / Wedding Portrait - CW
Documentary / Pictorial - DP
Events - EV

21
22
23
24

Night Photography - NP
Performing Arts - PA
Portraiture - PT
Photo Journalism / Press - PJ

09
10
11
12
13

Family Portrait - FP
Fashion - FH
Film - FL
Fine Art - FA
Food - FD

25
26
27
28
29

Product Illustration - PL
Sports - SP
Travel - TR
Underwater - UW
Wildlife - WL

14 Jewelry - JE
15 Landscape - LS
16 Maternity - MA

30 360 Spherical Panorama - SP
31 Visual Arts - VA
32 Advertising - AD

Professional Photographers International
No matter what you need, we'd love to hear from you.
Contact our friendly support staff, e-mail us info@ppintl.org at any time.
Website: www.ppintl.org | Facebook: www.fb.com/ppintl | Instagram: instagram.com/ppintlorg
Our Affiliations
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